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If you have a clog but are worried about damage to pipes from metal snakes, you have a great alternative in hydro
jetting. Not only does hydro jetting clean your pipes without scratching them, it cleans pipes completely
rather than just punching a hole through clogs. This approach can extend the life of your pipes by
removing harmful sludge and deposits.
Don’t let drain backups and build ups get you down. At Beehive Plumbing, we provide professional hydro
jetting service across Utah for residential and commercial customers alike. We’ll clear up even the most clogged
and backed up systems more effectively than traditional drain cleaning.

What is Hydro Jetting?
Rather than relying on abrasive metal surfaces, hydro jets release water at an incredibly high speed. The
pressure generated by the water not only cuts through sludge and clogs, it turns them into mush that then
flushes out of pipes. Hydro jetting is so powerful, it can cut through tree and plant roots. Thanks to a fiber optic
camera, professionals who hydro jet pipes can assess their overall condition and choose the correct water pressure
to properly treat clogs and buildup.

Hydro Jetting Sewer Lines
Clogged sewage lines are a nightmare to clean up. It is not unusual for residue from soap and other products to
build up in your pipes. This reduces the amount of space for water and waste to flow through, leading to clogs.
Hydro jetting these pipes not only gets rid of the clog, it removes the harmful residues from your pipes.
Because pipes are restored to their original flow capacity after hydro jetting, it takes much longer for future
clogs to develop. This method of pipe cleaning is so effective, one treatment can last up to four times longer than a
standard snake treatment. If you’ve ever dealt with a pipe that clogs frequently, it’s easy to see how cost effective
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a long-lasting hydro jetting treatment can be.

Contact Beehive Plumbing for Hydro Jetting in Utah
Our hydro jet drain cleaning services in Utah utilize a powerful and
efficient method of cleaning by using a high-pressure stream of
water to get rid of debris and waste that has built up in your
property’s pipes and tanks through the years. The hydro jetting
technique is so powerful that it can literally scrub even the dirt and
debris that has molded and settled on the walls of the pipes, which
prevents build ups in the future.
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